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State hypergroups of automata 
JAN OHVALINA, LUDMILA CHVALINOVÁ 
Abstract. A functorial passage from the category of automata without outputs and their 
homomorphisms into the category of preorder hypergroups and strong homomorphisms 
based on the concept of inertial relation extended into apreording of a statě set is ušed for 
the describing of some basic properties of automata. Further, the relational hypergroup 
product is treated in connection with products of automata. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 20N20, 68Q70 
In the páper [16] there are described constructions of some hyperstructures on 
sets of words formed from the given input alphabets and on the statě sets of cor-
responding automata. Using the hyperoperation x -f y = {x,y} on the set A* 
of words over a given alphabet A and the binary operation of concatenation, the 
authors of [16] háve introduced a notion of a hyper-ringoid, and the equivalence on 
A* determined by the equality of lengths of words has served them for a construc-
tion of the so called strengthen join hypergroup. Further in [16] there are defined 
various hyperoperations on the statě set of a deterministic and non-deterministic 
acceptor. One of them is defined in such a way that the result of the hyperproduct 
applied on a pair of stat.es is the union of blocks of the corresponding states within 
the grade equi valence. Here, by a grade of a statě s is called the set grád s of all 
the words transfering the statě 5 into the set of hnal states and two states s\, $2 are 
said to be grade equivalent if grád S\ = grád $2- Such a defined hyperoperation on 
the statě set of an automaton creates a join hypergroup. Relationships between 
properties of automata and their corresponding hyperstructures are not treated 
in this páper [16]. Other current papers devoted to the mentioned topič in some 
other directions are [15], [17]. 
In this contribution we use a similar idea as it is described above (originally ušed 
in [16] independent ly within [7]) and to any automaton without output (in the 
sense e.g. [1], [2], [8], [9], [19]) we assign a commutative hypergroup (a quasi-
ordering hypergroup — [4], [6], determined by the Warner quasi-ordering — [23]) 
in such a way that we get a functorial passage from the category of automata 
with the samé input alphabet into the category of commutative hypergroups and 
their strong homomorphisms. Some basic properties of automata will be described 
in terms of hypergroups. Finally a relational product of quasi-order hypergroups 
corresponding to the heterogenous product of automata will be introduced. 
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Recall first, that a hypergroup (in the sense of Marty) i.e. a pair (II, o), where 
H 7-: 0 and o : H x H —> exp' H (= exp II \ {0}) is an associative hyperoperation 
((a o b) o c = a o (b o c), where A o I? = U a ° ^ f° r ad- nonempty subsets A, 
(a^eAxB 
B of H) satisfying the reproduction axiom ao I7 = II = IIoafor any a G II, is 
said to be a quasi-ordering hypergroup if for any a, 6 E II we have 
a G a2 = a3 , a o b = a2 U b2 . 
If moreover a2 = b2 implies a = b for any pair a, b £ H then (H, o) is called 
an ordering hypergroup ([6]). It is evident that a (quasi-)ordering hypergroup is 
commutative and extensive (which means {a, b} C a o b for any pair a, b G II). 
Let (H, o) be a hypergroup, I\ be a nonempty subset of II which is multiplicatively 
closed, i. e. K o K C K. If (K, o) satisfies the reproduction axiom then it is called 
a subhypergroup of the hypergroup (H, o) - cf. [4], Definition 7, p. 8. 
It is to be noted that a quasi-ordering hypergroup can be defined in this space-
saving form: 
A quasi-ordering hypergroup is a hypergroupoid (I1,o) (i.e. H / 0, o : II x II -» 
exp7 H) such that a G a3 C a2, a o b = a2 U b2 for any a,b £ H. 
It is easy to see that (H, o) satisfies the -reproduction axiom. Indeed, a o H C H 
for any a G II and for any x G H we have x£aoxCaoH, thus H C a o H 
for every a G 1I. Hence (H, o) is a commutative quasi-hypergroup. We show that 
the hyperoperation o is also associative. Define a binary relation r C H x H by 
x r y if and only if y G x2:, i. e. #2 = r(#) for any x £ H. Since the hypergroupoid 
(H, o) is extensive, the relation r is reflexive and for xry, yrz we have y £ x2, 
z £ y2 which implies z £ xA = x2 thus xrz, consequently r2 = r. Now, suppose 
a,b,c £ H are arbitrary elements. Then 
a o (b o c) = a o (r(b) U r(c)) = a o r ({b, c}) = Uar€r({6,c»
 a ° x = 
= r(«) U U«€r({6,c})
 r M = r(a) U r2 ({b, c}) = r ({a, b, c}) . 
Similarly (a o b) o c = c o (b o a) = r ({a, b, c}), hence a o (b o c) = (a o b) o c and we 
have (H, o) is an extensive commutative hypergroup. 
As a motivating example for our consideration take the Peano algebra (N, a) of all 
positive integers with the successor function a : N —r N and define a hyperoperation 
o : N x N —•> exp' N in this way: For m.n G N denote a = min{m, n} and 
m o n = {x £ N, 3 k £ N or k = 0 : crk (a) = x} = {x £ N; a < x} . 
Then (N, o) is an ordering hypergroup. On the other hand, if we define a binary 
relation r C N x N by the rule (m^n) £ r iff n o m o n = n2, then r is an ordering 
on the set N identical with the usual one <. 
The above mentioned simple relationship between quasi-ordering hypergroups and 
quasi-ordered sets can be also described as there follows: 
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For any quasi-ordering hypergroup (H, o), the pair (H, r ) , where arb iff a o b o a = 
a2 , is a quasi-ordered set and if for any quasi-ordered set (X, r) we pu t x o y = 
r (#) U r(y) ( = {t; x* 7*/} U {.s; yr s}) then (X, o) is a quasi-ordering hypergroup. 
Now, let A* he the free monoid of words over an arbi t rary (nonempty) a lphabet 
A] suppose e s tands for the empty word. 
In accordance with [2], [3], [8], [9] and other pub l ications, by an au toma ton we 
mean a tr iad A = (S\ A, 8), where S\ A are arbi t rary sets (A ^ 0), which are called 
— m the given order — a set of s ta tes (or a s ta te set) , a set of input symbo ls (or 
an input a lphabet) and 8 : S x A* —> S is a mapping called a t ransi t ion function', 
which satisfies these two condit ions: 8(s, e) = .s for any s ta te s G S, ( the identity 
axiom), 
8(s,ab) = 8(8(s,a),b) for any s ta te .s G .5 and any pair of words a,b G A* (the 
homomorphism axiom). It is to be noted tha t the transi t ion function 8 : S x A* —> 
S is a usual extension of the next-s ta te function 8A : S x A —» S. 
An a u t o m a t o n A] = (S\,A,8\) is said to be a subau tomaton of an au toma ton 
A = (S\A,8) if S\ C S, 8(s,a) G S\ for any s ta te .s G S\ and any word a G A* 
and further 8] = 8 t ,S' x A*, i. e. o\ is a restriction of the t ransi t ion function 8 on 
Si x A*. 
For l / T C 5 we denote £ (T ,A*) = {<*(*, a ) ;* G Tya G A*} . (In [1], [2] this 
operator is denoted only by 8, i .e . 8(T) s tands for the above set in the mentioned 
papers) . If T is a singleton, e .g . T = {t}, we write S(t, A*) instead of S({t}, A*). 
Let A = (S, A, 8) be an au toma ton . We define a binary hyperoperat ion on the 
s ta te set S of A by 
sot = 6(s,A*)US{tiA*) 
for any pair of s ta tes .s, t G S. Since A* contains the empty word e, we have ,s, 
t G -s o /, thus s o t / 0 and commuta t iv i ty of this hyperoperat ion is also evident. 
Further, .s2 = 8(s, A*) thus s o l = .s2 U l2 and 
.s3 = . s o . s 2 = s o o > , A * ) = U t ^ ^ 
= .s2 U <J(<J(s, A*), A*) = .s2 U {S(8(s, a),b);a£A*,beA*} = 
= s2U{8(s,ab);abeA*A* = A*} = s2 U {S(s, c); c £ A*} = .s2 U £(,s, A*) = 
= .s2 U .s2 = .s2 , 
i .e . .s G -s2 = .s3 for any s ta te s G S. Consequently, the hyperoperat ion o is 
associative and we get t ha t (S, o) is a quasi-ordering hypergroup. The same also 
follows from the fact, t ha t .sol = {u G S\ (s, u) G r or (t, u) G r } = r( .s)Ur(/) , where 
r is the t ransi t ive cover of the inertial relation v on the s ta te set of A((s,t) G v 
if J(.s, a) = t for some input symbol a £ A) which has been used and studied 
by M . W . W a r n e r in [23]. The jus t defined quasi-ordering hypergroup (s,o) will 
be called the s ta te hypergroup of the au toma ton A = (S,A,8) and denoted also 
M(A). 
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Recall that a nonempty subautomaton B = (T, A,S) (automata with empty state 
sets will not be considered) of an automaton A = (5, A,S) is said to be separated 
if S(S \ T, A*) fl T = 0. An automaton is called connected if it does not possess 
any separated proper subautomaton. 
Definition. We say that a commutative hypergroup (H, *) is an inner disjoint 
product of its subhypergroups (Hi, *), (H2, *), if H = Hi * H2, Hi fl H2 = 0. 
Definition. A commutative hypergroup (H, *) is said to be inner irreducible if for 
any pair Hi, H2 of its subhypergroups such that Hi*H2 = H we have HiflH2 7- 0, 
i. e. if (H, *) is not any inner disjoint product of some pair of its subhypergroups. 
T h e o r e m 1. An automaton A = (S, A,S) is connected if and only of its state 
hypergroup (,$', o) is inner irreducible. 
P R O O F : Suppose the automaton A is connected and (Hi ,o), (H2,o) are subhy-
pergroups of the state hypergroup (S, o) such that Hi o H2 = S. For any state 
s G Hi and any word a G A* we have 
S(s,a) eS(s,A*) = s o s G Hi, 
thus (Hi, A, Sx) with Si = S f Hi x A* is a subautomaton of the connected 
automaton A. Then S(S \ Hi, A*) O Hi 7- 0 hence there exists a pair of states 
(t, s) £ Hi x (S \ Hi) and a word a £ A* such that 
t = S(s,a) CS(s,A*) = sos. 
From the equality Hx oH2 = S there follows the existence of a pair (u, v) G Hi x H2 
such that 
s G u o v = £(u, A*) U S(v, A*) . 
Since u G Hi, <$(tx, A*) = ti o tx € # 1 , s € .$' \ Hi and <J(v, A*) = v o v C H2, we 
have 
^ G s o 5 C [JX£V0V y£vov xoy=(vov)o(vov) = v
3ov = 
= v2 ov = v3 = v2 £ H2, 
thus t G Hi OH2, hence Hi DH2 7- 0 which means that the state hypergroup (5, o) 
of the automaton A is inner irreducible. 
Now suppose (S, o) is inner irreducible and simultaneously the automaton A is 
disconnected. Then 
s(s\Si,A*)nSi = 0 
for some subautomaton (Si, A,Si) of the automaton A. Denoting Hi = S\, 
H2 = S \ S\ then from the equality Si(Si,A*) = S\ there follows (Hi,o) is a 
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subhypergroup of the hypergroup (S, o). Let s,t G H2. Since S(H2,A*) C\ H\ = 0, 
we have S(H2) A*) = H2, thus 
s o U J ( * , . A * ) U f ( M * ) = # 2 , 
hence (H2, o) is also a subhypergroup of the hypergroup (.9, o). Evidently H\oH2 C 
S. On the other hand if s G S then either s G .9] = Hi or s G S \ S\ = H2. Then 
s G S(s, A*) U S(t, A*) = sot = tos, 
where t is an arbitrary element of H2 if s G Hi and it is an arbitrary element of 
Hi if s G H2. Hence S Q H\o H2, therefore ,9 = Hi o H2. Moreover 
H1nH2 = 5 i n ( 5 \ 5 i ) = 0, 
which contradicts the assumption of the irreducibility of the hypergroup (S, o), 
consequently the automaton A is connected. • 
Recall that the automaton (,9, A,S) is said to be strongly connected if for any pair 
of its states s,t G S there exists a word a £ A* such that S(s, a) = t. 
By [20] a hypergroup (H, *) is said to be cyclic if for some ft G H we have H = 
IJ hk and it is called single-power cyclic (more exactly n-single-power cyclic) if 
there exist ft G H, n G N such that H = ftn. In this case the element ft is called 
n-generating. 
T h e o r e m 2. An automaton A = (S, A, S) is strongly connected if and only if its 
state hypergroup is 2-single-power cyclic and each its state s G S is a 2-generating 
element of this hypergroup. 
P R O O F : Suppose the automaton A is strongly connected and s G .9 is its arbitrary 
state. Then s2 = s o s C S. For a state t G S and a suitable word a G A* we have 
t = S(s,a) CS(s,A*) = sos, 
thus S C s2, hence we have the equality s2 = ,9 holds. 
Suppose s, t £ S. By the assumption that the state hypergroup (5, o) is 2-single-
power cyclic and s is a 2-generating element of that, we have 
S = s2 = sos = S(s,A*), 
thus t = S(s, a) for some word a G A*, consequently the automaton A is strongly 
connected. • 
An automaton A = (S, A, S) is said to be retrievable if for any state s G S and any 
word a G A* there exists a word b G A* such that S(s, ab) = s. 
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Properties of automata are studied in [1] with the use of the concept of source 
which is based on that of a predecessor. A state s is a predecessor of a state t if 
t can be reached from s (by a finite input sequence, including the empty word e), 
i. e. if £ = S(s, a) for some word a £ A*. If Ai = (Si, A, S) is a subautomaton of 
an automaton A = (S, A, S), then the Ai-source of T C S\ is the set a^ (T) of 
predecessors of T which are states of Ai, i.e. 
<T^(T) = {teSi; 3a e A* : S(t,a)eT}. 
Properties of the set-mapping a& are treated in detail in [1], §3 and §4. In §6 
of the mentioned paper there is characterized separatedness of a subautomaton 
of an automaton A = (S, A, S) by the condition cr&(Si) = S\. The proof is easy 
and similarly there can be obtained that an automaton is retrievable if and only 
if every its subautomaton is separated. The consequence is: 
Lemma 1. ([1], Theorem 8(i)). An automaton A is retrievable if and only if 
a&(T) = T for the state set T of any subautomaton of A. 
From the definition of a source there follows with respect to lemma 1 that an 
automaton A is retrievable if and only if it is a union of its strongly connected 
subautomata, thus A = ( [J Si,A,S) ( = (J A,-), where A; = (Si, A,Si), Si = S t 
i£l iei 
(Si xA*) , i e i . 
Theorem 3. An automaton A = (S, A,S) is retrievable if and only if any inner 
irreducible subhypergroup of the state hypergroup (S, o) is 2-single-power cyclic. 
P R O O F : Since the automaton A is retrievable if and only if it is a union of its 
strongly connected subautomata At- = (Si, A, Si), i £ I, we have S% f) Sj — 0 for 
i,j £ I, i y£ j - in the opposite case we would have Si = Sj. Further it is clear 
that (H,o) is a subhypergroup of the state hypergroup (S, o) of the automaton 
A if and only if there exists a nonempty set J C I such that H = |J Si and a 
ieJ 
subhypergroup (H, o) of the hypergroup (S, o) is inner irreducible if and only if 
H — Sj for exactly one index j £ I. Indeed, if H = [J Ski where J C I is a 
k£J 
subset containing at least two indices then for any i £ J we have 
SІ o ( Џ sk) = н, st n ( U '
s'<0 = 
k£j k£J,k^i 
This implies - with respect to Theorem 2 - the assertion. D 
An automaton A = (S, A, S) is said to be reflexive if for any state s £ S there 
exists a word a £ A*, a ^ e such that S(s, a) = s. 
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We give some sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for the reflexivity of au-
toma ta : 
T h e o r e m 4 . Let (S,o) be tlie state hypergroup of an automaton A = (S, A, S). 
Each of the following equivalent conditions implies the reflexivity of A: 
l° For any s £ S there exists t £ ,s2 ,t ^ s such that s £ t2. 
2° For any s £ S there exists t £ S, t -^ s such that s o t o s = s2, t o s o t = t2. 
3° For any s £ S the equation x2 = s2 has a solution different from the state s. 
P R O O F : Suppose the condit ion 1° holds, i .e . for any s £ S there is t £ s2 = 
{S(s,a);a £ A*} such t ha t t ^ s £ t2 = {S(t,a);a £ ^4*}, i .e . for suitab le words 
a.\, a.2 £ A*, a\ -^ e ^ a2 we have S(s,a\) = t, S(t,a2) = s. Pu t a = a\a2. 
Then a ^ e and S(s, a) = S(s, a\a2) = S(S(s, a\), a2) = s, thus the a u t o m a t o n A is 
reflexive. Equivalence of condit ions 1° ,2 0 , 3 ° is evident. D 
It is easy t ha t the assignement A H-» (S,O) of a hypergroup to an a u t o m a t o n is 
functorial, more precisely if of Ai = (Si, A, Si), A2 = (S2,A,S2) are a u t o m a t a 
with the same input a lphabet , ( 5 i , o i ) , (52, °2) are their s ta te hypergroups and 
/ : Ai —y A2 is a homomorphism, which means 
f(Sl(s,a))=S2(f(s),a) 
for any pair (s, a) £ 5 x A, then / : ( 5 i , ° i ) -"* (S2lo2) is a s trong homomorphism 
or a good homomorph i sm of corresponding hypergroups, i .e . 
f(s ox t) = f(s) o2 f(t) 
for any pair of s ta tes s, t £ 5 i . 
In what follows, denote by H(A) the s ta te hypergroup (5 , o) of an a u t o m a t o n 
A = (5 , A, S). A qui te na tu ra l task is to explaine a behaviour of s ta te hypergroups 
with respect to products of a u t o m a t a . In the Algebraic Theory of A u t o m a t a the 
most used construct ion of products defines the p roduc t - au tomaton on the cartesian 
product of the s ta te sets of the given a u t o m a t a . In the direct product , one can 
fix the input a lphabe t or take the cartesian product of the input a lphabets as the 
new input a lphabe t . In [3] and [9] these two kinds of products are distinguished 
as homogeneous and heterogeneous produc t . We adopt nota t ion of the paper [9] 
and recall exact definitions of the ment ioned types of products . It is to be noted 
tha t in [9] the au thor has introduced and studied another concept of an a u t o m a t o n 
product - called a cartesian composit ion of a u t o m a t a - which possess very nice 
propert ies from the point of view of s t ruc tura l questions of the Algebraic A u t o m a t a 
Theory . 
Let Ai = (Si, A, Si), A2 = (S2, A, S2) be two a u t o m a t a with the same input 
a lphabet A. Then the homogeneous (direct) product Ai x A2 is the a u t o m a t o n 
(5i x S2,A,S), with S((s,t),a) = (Si(s,a),S2(t,a)) for all s £ 5 \ , t £ 5 2 , a £ A*. 
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Let Ai = (S'i,.Ai, cJi), A2 = (S2)A2)S2) be automata. Then the heterogeneous 
(direct) product Ai 03 A2 is the automaton (Si x S2, Ai x 42,<5), where 6 : (Si x 
S2) x (A\ x A2)* —y S\ x S2 is defined in this way: 
li (si,s2) G Si x 5 2 , a = (a 
(1) - ( 1 )Ҷ a^,4
2J) . • - > .(«<*>, a<*>) G (4i x 4 2 ) * then 
t(^(.s'i,.s2),aj = hSi («!, ai),(J 2 (s2,a 2 ) j , where 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) 
•v 'a\ ' 
,(*) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ,(*) a{ = a^ 'a j ' . . . ax""' G 4*, a2 = a 2
J a 2 .. . a 2 G A\ . 
It is easy to verify that the function S satisfies the identity axiom and the homo-
morphism axiom. It is an extension of the next-state function 
*A%A 3
 : (S'i x S2) x (Ai x 4 2 ) -> Si x S2 
defined by s((s, l), (a, 6) J = Ui(B, a), J2(r, 6) J for all s G 5i, t G S 2, a G 4 i , 
6 G 4 2 . 
Both products are products in the sense used in category theory (cf. [3]) however -
as the following example shows - they are not compatible with the direct product 
of hypergroups in the sense that, in general, none of hypergroups H(Ai x A2), 
H(Ai 0 A2) is isomorphic to the hypergroup H(Ai) x E[(A2), where for (si,.s2), 
(ti,t2) G H(A-i) x 3H(A2) we have 
(si,s2) * (tut2) = (si o i l ! ) x (s2 o2t2) . 
After some calculation, one can see that the hyperoperation * determines a hy­
pergroup structure on the cartesian product Si x S2 of state sets of automata Ai, 
A2; see e.g. [18], Theorem 40. 
E x a m p l e . Consider automata A,- = (Si, 4,6), i 
S2 = {ti,t2}, 4 = {a,b} and 
1,2, where Si = {Bi, s2) S3], 
6i(sua) = Si(s2,a) = ^i(.s3,a) = s3 , Si(si,b) = Si(s3,b) = s2 , 
6i(s2,b) = s 3 , 62(ti,a) = t2 , 62(t2) a) = li , 62(tllb) = 62(t2)b) = h . 
Let v be the inertial relation of the automaton Ai x A2 (i.e. (si,tj)i/(sk,tm) if 
and only if either (sk,tm) = (6i(siya),62(tjya)) or (sk,tm) = (6i(si,b),62(tj,b)) 
and \i be the inertial relation of the heterogeneous direct product Ai 0 A2. By v, 
Jl will be denoted the reflexive and transitive covers of relations *v, fj, respectively. 
We describe these relations by their zero-one incident tables (or matrices). Values 
in parentheses correspond to relations v, ju: 
v(v) ( в i . ť i ) (*1,І2) (S2,h) (*2,*2) (вз.íi) (*3,Í2) 
(suti) 0(1) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1) 0(1) 1(1) 
(« i , í з ) 0(0) 0(1) 0(0) 1(1) 1(1) 0(1) 
( * 2 , * l ) 0(0) 0(0) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 1(1) 
(*a,ťa) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(1) 1(1) 1(1) 
(«з , í i ) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1) 0(1) 1(1) 
(•53,12) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1) 1(1) 0(1) 
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/•(/-) (si,<i) (si.ťг) (S2,tj) ( * 2 , < j ) (sз,<i) («a».j) 
(*Ь*l) 0(1) 0(0) 0(1) 1(1) 0(1) 
( sь tг) 0(0) 0(1) 0(1) 1(1) 1(1) 
(в2,ťi) 0(0) 0(0) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 
(вз.íз) 0(0) 0(0) 0(1) 0(1) 1(1) 
( « 3 , * l ) 0(0) 0(0) 0(1) 0(1) 1(1) 
(*з,ťз) 0(0) 0(0) 0(1) 1(1) 1(1) 0(1) 
Then for (s,-,fy)> (sk,tm) £ H(Ai x A2) we have (si,tj) o (sk)tm) = v(si>tj) U 
(̂•Sfc, £m) a n d f° r these pairs considered as elements of the hypergroup H(Ai (g) A2) 
we have similarly (si,tj) o (sk,tm) = ]i(si,tj) Up,(sk,tm). 
Hypergroups H(Ai x A2), H(Ai <g) A2) cannot be isomorphic because of for any 
pairs (s,t) £ H(Ai x A2) we have 3 < |(-M)
2 | < 4, especially 
(S2M? = {(*2,*2),(*3,*l),(S3,*2)} 
and for any pair (s,t) considered as an element of the hypergroup 
have 4 < |(s,c)2 | < 5, especially 
(Sl,*l)2 = {(si1t1)y(s2yt2))(s3,tl))(S3,t2))(S2it1)}. 
1 <g) A2) we 
None of the above mentioned hypergroups is isomorphic to the direct product 
H(Ai) x H(A2) because of e.g. for (sXyt2) G H(AX) x H(A2) we have 
( s i , < i ) 2 Í x t{ = Si x S2 
which is a six-element set. 
L e m m a 2. Let {(Hk, **); k = 1, 2 , . . . , n} be a system of quasi-order hypergroups, 
H = H! x . . . x Hn and for ( x i , . . . , xn) £ H, (yx,..., yn) £ H let 
(xu...,xn) * ( y i , . . . , y n ) = (x\ x . . . x x
2
n)U(y\ x . . . x y
2
n). 
Then (H, *) is a quasi-order hypergroup. 
P R O O F : It is easy to see that * : H x H —•> exp'(H) is a commutative hyperoper-
ation on the set H. If for (x\,.. . , z n ) £ H, ( j / i , . . . , yn) G H we put 
(yi , . . . . , yn)rj5r(*i,...,a?n) 
whenever ( # 1 , . . . , a?n) E y? x . . . x y
2 , i. e. xk £ y\ - yk *k yk for any k, we have 
(H,rH) is the direct product of quasi-ordered sets (Hi, n ) , . . . , (Hn, r n ) , where 
(yk,Xk) £ rk means xk £y\. Indeed, xk £ y\ implies x\ C y% and 
yk *H xk *k yk = UteyAt
2 u x\) = Uteyj*2 u x l = (y* ** ^ ) U 
.2 _ „4 ,4 — „2 Uxí = yZUxí = y*=y£ 
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Since 
[xi,..., zn) * (yi,..., y*)=nr=i
 xi u rLn=i«? = nr=i r.-(x.o u nr=i r*(2h) = 
= rH((*!,..., xn)) U r # ( ( t / i , . . . , j / n ) ) , 
we get the assertion. O 
Definition. Let {(#1, * i ) , . . •, ( # n , *n)} be a system of quasi-order hypergroups. 
The hypergroup ( # , *) constructed in the previous Lemma 2 is called a relational 
product of hypergroups ( # 1 , * i ) , . . . , ( # n , *n) and it will be denoted by 
n 
( # , *) = (#1 , *i) x r e l . . . x r e l ( # n , *n) = I J r e l ^ ' *•*)' 
»=i 
T h e o r e m 5. Let At = (5 t , At,<Jt) 6e an automaton, H(A t) 6e £he s£a£e hypergroup 
of the automaton A t ; i = 1,2, . . . , n. Then uje have 
i eg). ..eg) An) = H ( A i ) x r e / . . . x r e / H ( A n ) . 
P R O O F : Consider a finite system of automata At = (5 t , At, <$;), i = 1, 2 , . . . , n and 
denote 
A = (5, A, S) = Ai 0 . . . <g> An , 
n n 
i.e. 5 = f| Si, A = f| 5t- and the next-state function 
t = i i = i 
S : 5 x A* -* 5 
which is defined by 
£ ( ( * l , . . . , * n ) > t t ) = ( ^ l ( « l ) « l ) , - . - , * n ( « n , t t n ) ) , (1) 
where ($ i , . . .,sn) G 5 and w = (a[\ .. .,0}?') (a{\ .. . , a n
2 ) ) . . . ( a f \ . . .,an
fe)) G 
(Ai x . . . x An)* = A*, MJ = at- a t-' . ..a\ ' for i = 1,2,.. . , n . Since the carrier 
n 
sets of hypergroups H(Ai (g) . . . <g> An) , f ] r e lH(Aj) are the same, namely S, we 
i=i 
show that the hyperoperation o of the first state hypergroup coincides with the 
hyperoperation * of the second one. 
Suppose (s\,..., sn) G 5, (ti,..., tn) G 5 are arbitrary ?i-tuples of states and 
(qi,^^qn)e(su...,sn)o(tu...)tn)^S((su...)sn),A*)US((tll...)tn),A*). 
Then for some word u = (al*\ . . . , an
1}) (a[2\ . . . , an
2)) . .. {a[k\ . . . , a ? ' ) G A* we 
have either (g i , . . . , g n ) = *((«i, -. •, «n), «), i.e. gt = *<(*,-, a |
1 J . . . a f } ) , at G A t, 
t = 1,2,.. . ,n or 
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(?l,---,£n) =$((tU...,tn),u) , 
i.e. gt = $i(t{,a\
 ) . . ,a\ ') for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. Then 
(gi,...,gn) eriLi {^(^>^); ".- e Aj}un?=i {<$*(**,M; ^ e At} = 
= ( * J x . . . X « J ) U ( < } x . . . X t J ) = ( * l , . . . , * n ) * ( t l . . . . , < n ) , 
thus we have 
( * l , . . . ' , * n ) o ( < i , . . . , « n ) C ( * i , . . . , « n ) * ( * l , - - - , * n ) - (2) 
Now suppose 
( ^ 1 , . . . , gn) € ( * l , . . . , * n ) * ( * l , . - - , * n ) = (*l X • • • X SD U (*1 X • • • X *n) • 
Then either gt E s | = s« o» «i = ^i («*, A*) for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n 
or gt £ £
2 = Si(ti, A*), i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, hence for suitable words iti = a\ . . . a\ l) £ 
A*, . . . , t in = an . . . a n ' E/4* we have gt = <Ji(st, u t), i = 1, 2 , . . . , n in the first 
case and gt = Si(U,Ui), 
i = 1, 2 , . . . , n in the second case. Denote k = max{k i , . . . , kn} and wt = a\ . . . 
. ..a\ . . . a j , where at- ' = . . . = a\ ' = et- (the empty word from A*) if 
kt < k and U{ = a) . . . at- *' if fct- = fc, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. Then 
<*i («. ,**.) = Si(si,Ui), Si(ti,Ui) = ( ? i ( ^ i , t i i ) 
for any i = 1, 2 , . . . , n and the length of all words u\,..., un is the same |t/t| = k 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. With respect to (1) we have either 
(tfl, . . . ,9n) = (<M*l ,£ l ) , - . .A(Sn, t in) ) = (<*1 (*1, ^ l ^ • • • «1 ), • • • 
. . . , Sn(sn, an
1 } . . . an
k))) = S((sx,..., sn), (a f , . - . . , an
1}) ( a j 2 ) , . . . , an
2)) . . . 
t (*) (*)w 
. ..(a\ ' , . . . , a n
 ;)) or 
( g i , . - . , 5 f n ) = ( M * l , t - i ) , . . . , M < n , t i n ) ) = * ( ( < 1 , • • • , M > ( a l > • • ̂  «n ) • • ' 
. . . ( « S * \ . . . , «?>) ) , 
where (a[1],.. .,an
l)) (a ( ,2 ) , . . . , a„ 2 ) ) . . .(a[k),.. .,a{n
k)) G ( f[ AX = A*, conse-
V i = l ' 
quently 
(91, . . . ,0n) €{<J((«i , . . . ,«„) ,«); «£A*}U{(S( ( l i , . . . , l „ ) ,» ) ; v G .4*} = 
= * ( (« ! , . . . , «„),il*)U *((<!,. . . ,«B) li4') = ( « ! , . . . , S„)o (<! , . . . ,<„) , 
therefore the inclusion 
( « ! , . . . ,«n) *(<!, . . . ,<„) C ( s i , . . . , S „ ) o (<!,...,<„) 
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also holds and with respect to the opposite inclusion (2) we get the equality M(A) = 
nrelM(A0- a 
A significant class of commutative hypergroups form join spaces - [4] (Def. 156), 
[18], [22], which generalize some important classical and modern geometrical struc-
tures. Recall that a join space is a commutative hypergroup (J, •) satisfying 
the so called transposition law, i.e. for any quadrupple a,b,c,d E J such that 
a/b n c/d ^ 0 we have a • d H b • c -̂  0, where 
a/b = {x E J; a G 6 • x} ^ 0 
for any pair a, b E J. 
Theorem 3 from [6] yields necessary and sufficient conditions under which order 
hypergroups are join spaces. This can be easily generalized for the case of quasi-
ordering hypergroups as there follows: 
Proposit ion 1. Let (S,r) be a quasi-ordered set, *r : S x S —r exp' S be a 
hyperoperation determined by r, i.e. (5, * r) is a quasi-ordering hypergroup in 
which a *r b = r(a) U r(b). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1° The hypergroup (S) * r) is a join space. 
2° If a,b E *ST is an arbitrary pair such that xra, xrb for some x E S then there-
exists y E S such that ary, bry. 
Now we easily prove 
Theorem 6. Let (5, o) be a state hypergroup of an automaton A = (S, A, 8). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1° The hypergroup (S\o) is a join space. 
2° For any pair of states (s,t) € S x S such that s o t C u2 for a suitable state 
u E S, there exists a state v E S with the property v2 C s2 C\ t2. 
3° For any pair of states (s, t) E S x S such that there exists a pair of words 
(a, b) E A* x A* and a state u E 5 ujilb S(u, a) = s, <)(u, b) = t, we have 8(s, c) = 
8(t, d) for some pair (c, d) E A* x A*. 
P R O O F : We prove implications 1° => 2° => 3° => 1°. 
1° => 2°: Let r be a quasi-order on S determining the hyperoperation o. Suppose 
(s,t) E S x S is a pair of states such that .sol C u2 for some u E S. Then 
r(s) Ur(l) C r(u), which implies s E r(u)y t E r(u), i.e. urs and «r<. By condition 
2° of Proposition 1 there exists v E 5 such that sri>, rri;, i.e. f E r(s), v E r(t), 
consequently 
r(v) C r2(.s) n r2(l) C r(s) 0 r(t) , 
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i.e. v2 C s2 Пt2. 
2° => 3°: Since (5, o) is a state hypergroup of the automaton A = (S, A, S), the 
above used quasi-order r C S x S satisfies 
r(s) = S(s,A*) = {S(s,a);a£A*} 
for any state s G S. Suppose (B, t) E 5 x 5 is a pair of states such that S(u, a) = s, 
(J(u,b) == t for some pair (a, 6) € A* x A* and some state w G 5. Then wrB, urt 
thus s,t G r(i/) = w2, consequently 
5 o £ = r(s) U r(/j) C r2(u) U r2^/) = r2(u) C r(u) = i/2 . 
By 2° there exists v G 5 such that 
v G r(v) = v
2 C s2 Ht2 = r(s) H r(*) , 
which implies srv, trv again. Since r is a transitive cover of the inertial relation 
v C S x 5 (defined by sW = J(B, #) = £ for some x* G -4), we have 
<$(s,c) = v = ($(l, (1) 
for a suitable pair of words (c, J) G 4̂* x A*. Thus 3° holds. 
3° => 1°: It is evident that condition 3° is equivalent to condition 2° of Proposition 
1 if srt means S(s,a) = t for some a G A*. Then by Proposition 1 we have the 
quasi-order hypergroup (5, o) is a join space. • 
Theorem 40 from [18] says that the direct product of two join spaces is a join 
space. Similarly as in this mentioned case it is not difficult to show that also the 
relational product of quasi-order join spaces is a join space. 
Recall that if (Hi, r i ) , (H2, r2) are sets with binary relations we denote - in accor-
dance with [5], Definition 5C.2 - by (H i , r i ) x r e j (H2,r2) their relational (carte-
sian) product, thus if (xux2), (2/1,2/2) € (H, r) = (H i , r i ) x r e j (H2)r2), where 
H = Hi x H2, then (xux2) r (y1,y2) if and only if xmy1) x2r2y2. 
Lemma 3. Let {(Hi, *,)/ i = 1,2,. . . , n} be a family of quasi-order hypergroups 
which are join spaces. Then their relational product 
(H i ,*i) Xrel--xrel(H">*") 
is also a join space. 
P R O O F : Denote (H, *) = (Hi ,*i) x r e j . . . x f e | (H n ,* n ) . By Lemma 2 we have 
(H, *) is a quasi-ordering hypergroup. Let r C H x H be the corresponding quasi-
ordering. Since for any n-tuple (x\. . . . . xn) G H holds 
( s i , . . . , a ? n ) * (x1,...,xn) = r(xu...,xn) ~x\x...xx
2
n = rx(xx) x . . . x rn(xn) 
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(where r^ is the quasi-order determining the hyperoperat ion */., k = 1,2,.. . , n ) , 
we háve (íf, r ) = ( # 1 , ^ ) x f e l . . . x r e l {Hn,rn), i .e . ( x x , . . . , a r n ) r ( j / i , . . . , y n ) i f 
and only if x^kUk for each fc G {1, 2 , . . . , n } . 
Suppose ( x i , . . . , xn), ( y i , . . . , y n ) G iř are such n-tnples t h a t [u\,. . . , u n ) r ( x i , . . . 
. . ., xn), (tii j • • • j un)r(yi,..., yn) for a suitable n-tuple ( t / i , . . . , un) £ i / . Then 
UkTkXk, UkVkVk for fc = 1, 2 , . . . , n and since each of hypergronps (#&, */-) is a join 
space, by Proposi t ion 1 for any fc G {1 ,2 , . . . , n } there exists t^ G #/c such tha t 
XkrkVk, Vk,rkvk. Then (a? i , . . . , xn)r(vu . . . , v„) , ( j / i , . . . , 2 / n ) r ( v i , . . . , vn), hence 
by Proposi t ion 1 again, we háve the product hypergroup (H, *) is a join space. D 
Wi th respect to Lemma 3, we get the following result as an immedia te corollary 
of Theorem 5: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. LeíjA,-; i — l , 2 , . . . , n } be a finite family of automata such 
that their statě hypergroups H ( A ; ) ; i — 1, 2,. . . , n are join spaces. Then the statě 
hypergroup 
H ( A i (g) ...<g> A n ) 
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